Nevins Memorial Library
Growing Community
Ten Mystery & Adventure Stories
Now I Can Read!
“Miss Nelson is Missing!”
By Harry Allard
J ER ALL
Room 207 has the worst behavior in the whole school.
When Miss Viola Swamp becomes their substitute, the
children start to regret how they treated Miss Nelson.
Why did Miss Nelson disappear and will she be back?

“How I Became a Pirate”
By Melinda Long
J ER LON
Jeremy Jacob joins Captain Braid Beard and his crew
on a pirate ship where he learns the phrase “scurvy
dog,” sings sea chanteys, and throws food. But no
one is there to tuck him in at night…

“Who Ate All the Cookie Dough?”
By Karen Beaumont
J ER BEA
When Kanga decides to make cookies, she discovers
that someone has stolen all the cookie dough. Who
could it be? Try to solve the mystery!

“Jumanji”
By Chris Van Allsburg
J ER VAN
Peter and Judy discover a board game to play, but
the havoc it wreaks on their home is unfathomable.
Enveloped in jungle, they must find their way out.

“Journey”
By Aaron Becker
J ER BEC
When a girl draws a door on her wall, it enters into a
land filled with magic. This Caldecott Honor Book is
wordless, aiding in vocabulary development.

“Alphabet Mystery”
By Audrey Wood
J ER WOO
Little x walks off, upset that he is not often used, and
gets himself into trouble. The alphabet must venture
to find and save him from mysterious Capital M.

“The Cow Who Clucked”
By Denise Fleming
J ER FLE
Cow has lost her moo! She searches high and low and
all around, but she can’t seem to find where it went.
Join her to help solve the mystery. Where in the world
did that moo go?!

“Young Cam Jansen” series
By David A. Adler
J ER ADL ABC
For the reader who is getting better at reading alone,
but isn’t quite at chapter book yet comes this great
series about Young Cam Jansen. She solves a
different mystery in each book of the set.

“I Want My Hat Back”
By Jon Klassen
J ER KLA
A bear realizes that his hat is missing. And he wants
that hat back! Through the forest he goes, asking each
of the creatures if they have seen his hat. It doesn’t
seem to be anywhere. Will bear find his hat?

“Nate the Great” series
By Marjorie Weinman Sharmat
J ER SHA ABC
Nate the Great is a fantastic easy reader for an
introduction to the mystery genre. Each book is a
new case for you to help Nate solve. There’s even an
activity section in the back!
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